


UNIVERSAL
LIQUID
COMPOUND
FAST CUT

ULC6100

UNIVERSAL
LIQUID
COMPOUND
MEDIUM CUT

ULC6000

AUTOBAHNHOF® Universal Liquid Compound-Fast Cut is 
a highly effective, fastest ever cuting action rubbing 
compound. It eliminates P1200- 1500 or finer sanding 
marks, singns of wear and tear speedly.

Provides superb final finish shine in one step for the 
majority of jobs. It can be used on all paint system (MS, HS, 
ceramic, freshly repaired paint and cured top coats) and 
performance gives excellent result. Works long before 
surface drying. No stain effect on plastic surface, easy 
washing and wipe off. Creates no hologram, no 
silicone.Water based-low VOC content. Compound pad or 
lambswool is used as polishing tool.

AUTOBAHNHOF® Universal Liquid Compound-Medium 
Cut is a highly effective, fastest ever cuting action rubbing 
compound. It eliminates P1500-2500 or finer sanding 
marks, singns of wear and tear speedly. Provides superb 
final finish shine in one step for the majority of jobs. It can 
be used on all paint system (MS, HS, ceramic, freshly 
repaired paint and cured top coats) and performance gives 
excellent result. Works long before surface drying. No stain 
effect on plastic surface, easy washing and wipe off. 
Creates no hologram, no silicone. Water based-low VOC 
content. Compound pad or lambswool is used as polishing 
tool.

1000 gr 12 Bottles/Case

3,785 lt / 1 US GALLON 2 Can/Case

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GROSS/KG QUANTITY

1000 gr 12 Bottles/Case

3,785 lt / 1 US GALLON 2 Can/Case

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GROSS/KG QUANTITY
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2K 4+1
URETHANE
PRIMER

4UP3100

AUTOBAHNHOF® 2K 4+1 Urethane Primer two 
components product, high adherence, fast dryable and 
easy sanding urethane filler. Used with  AUTOBAHNHOF® 
2K 4+1 Urethane Hardener  at ratio of 25 parts in 100 parts 
(4:1).

Ready for sanding in 2-3 hours at 20°C(68 °F), in 30 minutes 
at 60°C (140°F). Dries completely in 24 hours with in open 
air.

3,785 lt / 1 US GALLON 4 Can/Case

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GROSS/KG

COLOURS

QUANTITY

2K 4+1
URETHANE
PRIMER
HARDENER

4UPH3200

AUTOBAHNHOF® 2K 4+1 Urethane Primer Hardener is 
specially designed for AUTOBAHNHOF® 2K 4+1 Urethane 
Primer, has cost and price advantages and when used with 
AUTOBAHNHOF® 2K 4+1 URETHANE PRIMER, it gives fast 
drying and perfect results.

Using AUTOBAHNHOF® 2K 4+1 URETHANE PRIMER and 
AUTOBAHNHOF® 2K 4+1 URETHANE
PRIMER HARDENER as a set is highly recommended.

0,946 lt / 0,25 US GALLON 12 Can/Case

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GROSS/KG QUANTITY
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1K
PRIMER
FILLER

1K PF 3000

LIGHT
WEIGHT
POLYESTER
PUTTY

LWPP4000

AUTOBAHNHOF® 1K PRIMER FILLER is used in 
automobile repair sector and industrial sectors where rapid 
drying is preferred. Containing modified alkyd and 
nitrocelluse resins, having high filling and sanding property 
and rapid drying properties.

AUTOBAHNHOF® LIGHT WEIGHT POLYESTER PUTTY is a 
polyester-based super soft putty filler which is two- 
component, highly filled, very easy to apply, nonstaining 
and that allows very easy sanding. It can be used all metal 
and wooden surfaces on different industrial areas on 
succesfully (Auto, construction, marine, transport etc). 
Because of the density, it is a light weighting product.

3,785 lt / 1 US GALLON 4 Can/Case

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GROSS/KG

Beige & Grey

COLOURS

QUANTITY

1 lt
2 lt
3 lt (0,8 US GALLON)
3,785 lt / 1 US GALLON

8 Can/Case
4 Can/Case
6 Can/Case
4 Can/Case

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GROSS/KG QUANTITY
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2K
ACRYLIC
THINNER

2K ACT 5000

2K
BASECOAT
THINNER

2K BCT 5100

AUTOBAHNHOF® 2K ACRYLIC THINNER designed for 
clearcoats and for the last layers. Should be used as per the 
ratios indicated in the user’s manual of 2K Acrylic products. 
Slow, Standart, Fast types must be determined according 
to to the current weather conditions.

AUTOBAHNHOF® 2K BASECOAT THINNER is a thinner 
developed for diluting the acrylic-based basecoat paints 
and adjusting their viscosity. It is recommended to high 
metalic basecoat paint and light colour paint. It is used 
useally to avoid shadowing and serves to spread the 
metalic purhcle homojen.

1 lt
2,50 lt
5 lt
18 lt

12 Can/Case
6 Can/Case
4 Can/Case
1 Can/Case

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GROSS/KG QUANTITY

1 lt
2,50 lt
5 lt
18 lt

12 Can/Case
6 Can/Case
4 Can/Case
1 Can/Case

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GROSS/KG QUANTITY
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2K
FADE-OUT
THINNER

2K FOT 5200

SURFACE
CLEANING
THINNER

SCT 5300

AUTOBAHNHOF® 2K FADE-OUT THINNER this two 
component product is designed specially to resolve the 
color differences which can occur after top coat 
applications and fade-out process. It contains special 
solvents and resins. Can be used safely in Car Refinishing, 
white goods and heavy industry sectors.

AUTOBAHNHOF® SURFACE CLEANING THINNER has 
been developed for cleaning the metal, primer coated and 
old painted surfaces. It can be used to eliminate 
finger-prints and other dirts; sand-paper dusts over primer 
coated and painted surfaces while de-greasing procedure 
is being done on metal surfaces. It prevents crater (silicone) 
forming. It does not solve with primer coated and painted 

1 lt
2,50 lt
5 lt
18 lt

12 Can/Case
6 Can/Case
4 Can/Case
1 Can/Case

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GROSS/KG QUANTITY

1 lt
2,50 lt
5 lt
18 lt

12 Can/Case
6 Can/Case
4 Can/Case
1 Can/Case

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GROSS/KG QUANTITY
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1K PLASTIC
SURFACE
PRIMER
SILVER

1KPSPS 3400

1K PLASTIC
SURFACE
PRIMER
TRANSPARENT

1KPSPT 3300

AUTOBAHNHOF® 1K PLASTIC SURFACE PRIMER (SILVER) 
has been designed for painting thevehicle bumpers, 
plastic mirror of PP/EPDM, PUR, PVC type and other plastic 
surfaces.

AUTOBAHNHOF® 1K PLASTIC SURFACE PRIMER 
(TRANSPARENT) has been designed for painting 
thevehicle bumpers, plastic mirror of PP/EPDM, PUR, PVC 
type and other plastic surfaces.

0,25lt
0,5lt
1lt

12 Can/Case
12 Can/Case
12 Can/Case

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GROSS/KG QUANTITY

0,25lt
0,5lt
1lt

12 Can/Case
12 Can/Case
12 Can/Case

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GROSS/KG QUANTITY
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1K
SPOT
REPEAIR
PUTTY

PP 290

FINE
POLISH
PASTE

FPP 6400

AUTOBAHNHOF® 1K SPOT REPEAIR PUTTY is designed 
for automotive and furniture repair sector especially. Prior 
to apply primer coat or normal paint it also be used for 
wood repair.

AUTOBAHNHOF® FINE POLISH PASTE is a general use 
polish and fine compound which has been developed for 
hand or polish machine. AUTOBAHNHOF® Fine Polish 
Paste; it removes paint dirts, dusts, wax, tar and fine paint 
scratches. Easy applcation by hand and with machine and 
easy washing and wipe out. Silicon free so it can be used in 
body shops.

High gloss effect, it is suitable for all kinds of original and 
repair coatings. This product is silicone-free must be 
protected from frozen.

200 gr
400 gr

12 Tube/Case
12 Tube/Case

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GROSS/KG QUANTITY

200 gr
450 gr
1000 gr (Plastic)
1000 gr (Metal)

12 Tube/Case
12 Tube/Case
6 Tube/Case
6 Tube/Case

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GROSS/KG QUANTITY
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LIQUID  AUTO
POLISH WITH
SILICONE

LAPWS 6300

LIQUID
AUTO POLISH
WITH TEFLON
SILICONE FREE

LAPWT 6200

AUTOBAHNHOF® LIQUID AUTO POLISH WITH SILICONE 
this product contains silicones. Can be applied directly on 
new and old painted surfaces, or after rubbing compound 
process. Create a extra shiny film on the surface. It 
eliminates stains and dirt-no dust creation and protects 
against all types of external agent.

After application of  Power Polish Silicone Liquid Auto 
Polish forms a thin film on the paint film surface so it 
Increase resistance against scratches and impacts. Must be 
protected from frozen.

AUTOBAHNHOF® LIQUID AUTO POLISH WITH TEFLON 
(SILICONE FREE) can be applied on new or old painted 
surfaces. Create a shiny film on the surface 
(Teflon+Polyethylen). This film provides resistance to bird 
droppings and acid rain and protects against the effects of 
sun's ultraviole (UV) rays that fades the vehicle's paint. 
Does not collect in the polish base, comfortable 
application.

Also silicone free. Surface dry fast-provides refreshment 
with a special odor. Does not stain plastic parts. It does not 
require washing after application. Must be protected from 
frozen.

250 ml
1000 ml

12 Bottle/Case
12 Bottle/Case

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GROSS/KG QUANTITY

250 ml
1000 ml

12 Bottle/Case
12 Bottle/Case

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GROSS/KG QUANTITY
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2K HS
CLEARCOAT
PREMIUM

CC 2200

2K
UV HS
HARDENER

HS/HD 1100

AUTOBAHNHOF® 2K HS CLEARCOAT PREMIUM is a 
specially designed acrylic - based high solid clearcoat 
which is two-component, with very high physical and 
chemical resistance, protected against scratch and UV rays, 
low VOC standart with high permanent brightness 
properties and high filling power.

AUTOBAHNHOF® 2K UV HS HARDENER two components 
product, has very high physical and chemical resistance. 
Acrylic based clearcoat protects against scraching and UV 
rays and designed for a long lastingglow.

5 lt 4 Can/Case

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GROSS/KG QUANTITY

4 Can/Case
4 Can/Case
4 Can/Case

2,50 lt (Slow)
2,50 lt (Standart)
2,50 lt (Fast)

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GROSS/KG QUANTITY
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2K MS
CLEARCOAT
READY TO USE

CC 2222

AUTOBAHNHOF® Two components product, has very 
high physical and chemical resistance. Acrylic based 
clearcoat protects against scraching and UV rays and 
designed for a long lasting glow.

5 lt 4 Can/Case

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GROSS/KG QUANTITY

4 Can/Case
4 Can/Case
4 Can/Case

2,50 lt (Slow)
2,50 lt (Standart)
2,50 lt (Fast)

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GROSS/KG QUANTITY

2K
UV MS
HARDENER

MS/HD 1111

AUTOBAHNHOF® 2K UV MS HARDENER, is a multi 
purpose hardener for clearcoats and last layers-filler, must 
be used as per the ratios indicated on user’s manual. Slow, 
Standart and Fast Autobahnhof® 2K UV MS Hardener 
should be determined according to the current weather 
conditions and the size of the painting surface.
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2K MS
CLEARCOAT
EUROPEAN
PRODUCTION

CC 2211

AUTOBAHNHOF® 2K MS CLEARCOAT EUROPEAN 
PRODUCTION two components product, has very high 
physical and chemical resistance. Acrylic based clearcoat 
protects against scraching and UV rays and designed for a 
long lasting glow.

4 Can/Case
4 Can/Case
4 Can/Case

2,50 lt (Slow)
2,50 lt (Standart)
2,50 lt (Fast)

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GROSS/KG QUANTITY

2K
UV MS
HARDENER

MS/HD 1111

AUTOBAHNHOF® 2K UV MS HARDENER, is a multi 
purpose hardener for clearcoats and last layers-filler, must 
be used as per the ratios indicated on user’s manual. Slow, 
Standart and Fast Autobahnhof® 2K UV MS Hardener 
should be determined according to the current weather 
conditions and the size of the painting surface.

5 lt 4 Can/Case

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GROSS/KG QUANTITY
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2K 4:1
ACRYLIC
CLEARCOAT

CC2233

2K 4:1
HARDENER

HD1200

AUTOBAHNHOF® 2K 4:1 ARCYLIC CLEARCOAT two 
components product, has very high physical and chemical 
resistance. Acrylic based clearcoat protects against 
scraching and UV rays and designed for a long lasting.

AUTOBAHNHOF® 2K 4:1 MS HARDENER is a multi 
purpose hardener for clearcoats and last layers-filler, must 
be used as per the ratios indicated on user’s manual. Slow, 
Standart and Fast. Autobahnhof® 2K 4:1 MS Hardener 
should be determined according to the current weather 
conditions and the size of the painting surface.

12 Can/Case
12 Can/Case
12 Can/Case

0,946 lt / 0,25 US GALLON (Slow)
0,946 lt / 0,25 US GALLON (Standart)
0,946 lt / 0,25 US GALLON (Fast)

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GROSS/KG QUANTITY

4 Can/Case3,785 lt / 1 US GALLON

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GROSS/KG QUANTITY
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COMPOUND
PAD
WHITE &
ORANGE

CMPDWT 7000

CMPDBL 7300

COMPOUND
PAD
BORDEUX &
BLACK

AUTOBAHNHOF® COMPOUND PAD is used during paste 
and polish applications. With perfect results. Homogenous  
wear is occured during applications. Clean with soap and 
water. Water is repelled in a bucked with 1700 rpm 
machine turn and wrapped with nylon for further use.

AUTOBAHNHOF® COMPOUND PAD is used during paste 
and polish applications. With perfect results. Homogenous  
wear is occured during applications. Clean with soap and 
water. Water is repelled in a bucked with 1700 rpm 
machine turn and wrapped with nylon for further use.

CMPDOG 7100

CMPDBX 7200

CMPD 7000 - 7100

CMPD 7200 - 7300
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MASKING
TAPE
ORANGE

ABMT 8000

MASKING
TAPE
GREEN

ABMT 8100

AUTOBAHNHOF® ORANGE MASKING TAPE is a 
waterproof masking tape designed specifically for the 
automotive sector and paint shops. Compatible with both 
solvent and water based paints, not only is this tape 
engineered to resist bleed through, but its thin profile 
provides a fine-line paint edge, making it ideal for a wide 
variety of car repair applications and painting purposes.
Easy to remove and made with solvent based adhesive, this 
high performance masking tape is also temperature 
resistant up to 90°C (194°F).

AUTOBAHNHOF® GREEN MASKING TAPE is a waterproof 
masking tape designed specifically for the automotive 
sector and paint shops. Compatible with both solvent and 
water based paints, not only is this tape engineered to 
resist bleed through, but its thin profile provides a fine-line 
paint edge, making it ideal for a wide variety of car repair 
applications and painting purposes. Easy to remove and 
made with solvent based adhesive, this high performance 
masking tape is also temperature resistant up to 90°C 
(194°F).

¾"

1½"

2"

(18mm x 55m)

(36mm x 55m)

(48mm x 55m)

48 rolls/case

24 rolls/case

24 rolls/case

SIZE QUANTITY

PACKAGING DETAILS:

¾"

1½"

2"

(18mm x 55m)

(36mm x 55m)

(48mm x 55m)

48 rolls/case

24 rolls/case

24 rolls/case

SIZE QUANTITY

PACKAGING DETAILS:
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MASKING
TAPE
BLONDE

ABMT 8300

AUTOBAHNHOF® BLONDE MASKING TAPE is a 
waterproof masking tape designed for a wide variety of 
applications including car repair, indoor and outdoor 
painting, building and decoration, and even industrial 
purposes. Compatible with most common paints and 
lacquers, not only is this tape engineered to resist bleed 
through, but it offers excellent adhesion to rough surfaces
while remaining easy to remove. Highly resistant to UV 
light, water and moisture, this professional grade masking 
tape is also temperature resistant up to 80°C (176°F).

¾"

1½"

2"

(18mm x 55m)

(36mm x 55m)

(48mm x 55m)

48 rolls/case

24 rolls/case

24 rolls/case

SIZE QUANTITY

PACKAGING DETAILS:

MASKING
YELLOW

ABMT 8200

AUTOBAHNHOF® YELLOW MASKING TAPE is a 
waterproof masking tape designed specifically for the 
automotive sector and paint shops. Compatible with both 
solvent and water based paints, not only is this tape 
engineered to resist bleed through, but its thin profile 
provides a fine-line paint edge, making it ideal for a wide 
variety of car repair applications and painting purposes. 
Easy to remove and made with solvent based adhesive, this 
high performance masking tape is also temperature 
resistant up to 90°C (194°F).

¾"

1½"

2"

(18mm x 55m)

(36mm x 55m)

(48mm x 55m)

48 rolls/case

24 rolls/case

24 rolls/case

SIZE QUANTITY

PACKAGING DETAILS:
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HIGH
PERFORMANCE
MASKING TAPE
PURPLE & BLUE

HQABMT 8500 - 8600

AUTOBAHNHOF® HIGH PERFORMANCE PURPLE & BLUE 
MASKING TAPE is a professional, waterproof masking tape 
suitable for use in the automotive repair sector. Made extra 
thick with a super resistant paper backing, this masking 
tape is not only adaptable to most shaped surface, but 
leaves no adhesive residue after removal. Compatible with 
most solvent and water based paints, this high 
performance masking tape is also temperature resistant up 
to 120°C (248°F).

¾"

1½"

2"

(18mm x 55m)

(36mm x 55m)

(48mm x 55m)

48 rolls/case

24 rolls/case

24 rolls/case

SIZE QUANTITY

PACKAGING DETAILS:

MASKING
TAPE
BEIGE

ABMT 8400

AUTOBAHNHOF® BEIGE MASKING TAPE is a high quality, 
economical masking tape designed for car repair and 
general purpose painting. With excellent adhesion to its 
own backing and a thin profile that provides a fine-line 
paint edge, this masking tape is not only ideal for a wide 
variety of applications, but does not leave behind any 
adhesive residue. Easy to remove and compatible with 
most traditional paints and lacquers, this professional 
grade masking tape is also temperature resistant up to 
80°C (176°F).

¾"

1½"

2"

(18mm x 55m)

(36mm x 55m)

(48mm x 55m)

48 rolls/case

24 rolls/case

24 rolls/case

SIZE QUANTITY

PACKAGING DETAILS:
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PACKAGING DETAILS:

TRIM
TAPES
BEIGE, BROWN,
HQ UV BLUE

AUTOBAHNHOF® TRIM TAPE is a perforated trim tape 
with a plastic strip designed for masking around 
windshields, lights and rear windows. Easy handling and 
application.

50 mm x 10 m - Sold Individually

Beige
ABTT8050

Brown
ABTT8051

HQ UV
Blue
ABTT8052

MULTI
MOUNTING
TAPE

MMFT 8700

AUTOBAHNHOF® MULTI MOUNTING FOAM TAPE is a 
double-sided, foam back tape designed for vibration 
resistant bonding. Characteristics include high adhesion 
and excellent resistance to UV light, weathering and aging

¼"
3/8""
½"
¾"
1"
2"

(6mm x 10m)      10 rolls/case
(9mm x 10m)      10 rolls/case
(12mm x 10m)    10 rolls/case
(19mm x 10m)    10 rolls/case
(25mm x 10m)    10 rolls/case
(50mm x 10m)    10 rolls/case

SIZE

GREY & WHITE
COLOURS

QUANTITY

PACKAGING DETAILS:

ABTT 8050 - 8051 - 8052
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VHB
DOUBLE SIDE
ACYRLIC
TAPE

VHBDT 8800

AUTOBAHNHOF® VHB DOUBLE SIDE ACYRLIC TAPE is a 
clear, double-sided acrylic tapedesigned to replace 
permanent assembly methods such as welding and 
screwing. Excellent for joining transparent materials, where 
its high bond properties provide superior adhesion to a 
wide range of materials. Vibration resistant and 
temperature stable up to 90°C (194°F).

¼"
½"
 / "

(6,35mm x 18,2m)      Sold Individually
(12,7mm x 18,2m)      Sold Individually
(22,2mm x 18,2m)      Sold Individually

GREY & TRANSPARENT

SIZE

COLOURS

QUANTITY

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GREY & TRANSPARENT
COLOURS

VHB
DOUBLE SIDE
ACYRLIC
TAPE

VHBDT 8900

AUTOBAHNHOF® VHB DOUBLE SIDE ACYRLIC TAPE is a 
clear, double-sided acrylic tapedesigned to replace 
permanent assembly methods such as welding and 
screwing. Excellent for joining transparent materials, where 
its high bond properties provide superior adhesion to a 
wide range of materials. Vibration resistant and 
temperature stable up to 90°C (194°F).

¼"
½"
 / "

(6,35mm x 4,6m)      Sold Individually
(12,7mm x 4,6m)      Sold Individually
(22,2mm x 4,6m)      Sold Individually

SIZE QUANTITY

PACKAGING DETAILS:
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½" (13mm x 50m) 1 roll/box
SIZE

PACKAGING DETAILS:

SPONGE
TAPE AUTOBAHNHOF® SPONGE TAPE  is a masking tape 

consisting of thick foam and high density glue designed to 
prevent paint from entering into unwanted areas. Not only 
is the tape extrememly easy to use, but it leaves behind no 
adhesive residue, ensuring proper isolation while 
preventing excess waste. Developped for increasing body 
shop productivity and saving on material costs.

ABSPT 8060

TACK
CLOTH

ABTCL 0100

AUTOBAHNHOF® TACK CLOTH (tack rag; tac cloth) is a 
specialized type of wiping cloth that is treated with a tacky 
material. It is designed to remove loose particles of dust, 
dirt and lint that would contaminate a surface that is to be 
painted, coated, laminated, photo-etched, or otherwise 
finished.

10 x 10

1 x 10

Box / Case

Pieces / Box

PACKAGING DETAILS:
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16ft x 330ft 1 roll/box
16ft x 350ft 1 roll/box
20ft x 350ft 1 roll/box

SIZE
8 - 11 micron
8 - 11 micron
8 - 11 micron

THICKNESS

PACKAGING DETAILS:

MASKING
FILM

ABPSMF 10100

AUTOBAHNHOF® MASKING FILM is a special masking 
film with high infrared resistance and excellent paint 
adhesion designed specifically for  quick masking of large 
surface components prior to painting processes. Holds a 
static charge which makes it easy to position the product as 
desired on the vehicle, consequently accelerating the 
masking process.

.55m x 33m
1.4m x 33m
1.8m x 33m 
2.6m x 17m

SIZE
1 roll
1 roll
1 roll
1 roll

QUANTITY

FILM REFILL

.55m x 33m
1.4m x 33m
1.8m x 33m 
2.6m x 17m

SIZE
1 roll
1 roll
1 roll
1 roll

QUANTITY

FILM & DISPENSER

DISPENSER
MASKING
FILM

ABDMF 10200

AUTOBAHNHOF® DISPENSER MASKING FILM is a special 
masking film with high infrared resistance and excellent 
paint adhesion designed specifically for vehicle painting 
processes. Holds a static charge which makes it easy to 
position the product as desired on the vehicle, 
consequently accelerating the masking process.
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QUANTITY
Half Pint Ø073*075
Pint  Ø84*100
Quart  Ø105*124
Gallon  Ø165*194

340 Pieces/Box
50 Pieces/Box
56 Pieces/Box
34 Pieces/Box

SIZE

PACKAGING DETAILS:

EMPTY
PAINT
CAN

AUTOBAHNHOF® EMPTY PAINT CAN with lid is useful to 
mix paint into and save. These paint cans are also used for 
other products to store.

Our paint-can with lid are made of tin, a material that offers 
high strength and stiffness during treatment. Once closed, 
retain these cans their liquid density, which is necessary for 
the preservation of paints and varnishes. Because of the 
English closure this packaging after opening also again 
good lockable.

ABEPC 10400

36ft x 750ft
18ft x 750ft

SIZE
1Roll / Box
2 Rolls / Box

QUANTITY

PACKAGING DETAILS:

MASKING
PAPER AUTOBAHNHOF® MASKING PAPER manufactured 

specifically for automotive aftermarket applications 
Polycoated backing to prevent solvent bleed-through Thin 
paper provides excellent conformability Unique paper 
holds up well under wet sanding conditions.

ABMP 10300

M
as

ki
ng

 P
ap

er
36

ft 
x 

75
0f

t
1 

R
ol

l /
 B

ox

Masking Paper

18ft x 750ft

2Rolls / Box
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9 x 11"
SIZE

100 Pieces/Box
QUANTITY

P800 - P2500
GRIT

PACKAGING DETAILS:

WET
SANDING
WATERPROOF
SHEET

ABWS 10500

AUTOBAHNHOF® WET SANDING SHEET is a waterproof 
abrasive suitable for sanding and finishing on multiple 
surfaces and materials including lacquers, paints, body 
fillers, metals and plastics. Made with premium quality 
grains on high quality paper, this sandpaper is ideal for 
manual wet sanding of lacquered surfaces between coats, 
fixing defects in the lacquer, removing orange peel, and 
spot mark repair, ultimately providing exceptional results in 
almost any situation

15 x 23cm
SIZE

20 Pieces/Box
QUANTITY

PACKAGING DETAILS:

BEAR TEX
PAD

ABBTXP 10900

AUTOBAHNHOF® BEAR TEX PAD abrasive is a flexible 
suitable for sanding primers and paints by hand. The 
spongy, textured fabric ensures flexibility and adaptability, 
enabling the operator to sand any type of surface. 
Uniquely, when used wet, the abrasive soaks up water 
particles and does not need constant re-wetting.
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VELCRO
FILM DISC AUTOBAHNHOF® VELCRO FILM DISC is a high 

performance abrasive with a special dust repellent coating 
designed for coarse, medium and fine sanding of all paint 
materials. With an exceptionally long service life and good 
initial abrasiveness, VELCRO FILM DISC can be used for 
sanding all colours and paint types whether machine 
sanding or sanding by hand. Ideal for contour sanding and 
machine dry primer sanding of surfaces.

GRIT
100 Pieces/Box P800 - P1500
QUANTITY

PACKAGING DETAILS:

GRIT
100 Pieces/Box P60 - P400
QUANTITY

PACKAGING DETAILS:

VELCRO
DISC AUTOBAHNHOF® VELCRO DISC is a high performance 

abrasive designed for coarse, interim and final sanding of 
all paint material. It has a special dust-repellent coating for 
an extremely long service life and provides an exceptional 
surface finish. Ideal for contour sanding.

ABPVDC 10600

ABFVDC 10700
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15 x 23cm
SIZE

20 Pieces/Box
GRIT

PACKAGING DETAILS:

                                                    

ABROL 10800 

AUTOBAHNHOF® ROLL ABRASIVE is a high performance 
strip abrasive for coarse, medium and fine sanding of 
polyester putty filler and paint materials. Designed with a 
special dust repellent coating for a longer service life, its 
features include good initial abrasiveness, high durability 
and can produce a very fine finish in higher grits.

ROLL
ABRESSIVE

FLAP
DISC AUTOBAHNHOF® FLAP DISC The newest member of our 

flap disc family puts the power of advanced abrasives into 
your hands our new flap disc features Precision - Shaped 
Grain for long life and a faster cut than conventional 
alumina zirconia flap discs. Request a sample to experience 
this unbeatable combination of performance and value for 
yourself.

ABFLDC 11000

GRIT
10 Pieces/Boxa
10 Pieces/Boxa

P40 - P120
P40 - P120

QUANTITY
115 x 22mm
180 x 22mm

SIZE

PACKAGING DETAILS:
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BLITZ GMBH INC.
28 Dartmouth Way North Brunswick

New Jersey 08902

+1 (908) 413 08 72

www.autobahnhof.com
www.blitzgmbh.com

AUTOBAHNHOF


